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Introduction and Economic Indicators
Each year, the staff of the City of Virginia Beach makes projections about revenue and expenditure trends that will be occurring
over the next five years. While this is far from an exact science, it helps to stimulate dialogue and discussion among members of
staff, City Council and community members. It also helps to highlight some of the major trends that are steering our fiscal future.
We hope that the reader finds the information provided helpful as we begin the FY 2015-16 budget process.
This year’s forecast will look different than the forecasts
provided over the past several years in that there is a
focus on the main operating funds for the City (General
Fund) and the School System (School Operating Fund).
While other funds make up a significant portion of the
budget, in many cases policies are already in place that
guide decision making around the revenue and
appropriations for those funds. In order to have a more
meaningful discussion that focuses on several key
decision points and their implications on the City’s
budget over the next five years, this forecast will focus
primarily on these two funds.

FY 2014-15 Adopted Budget (Gross) By Fund Type
$48,075,641

$198,378,330

$206,958,352
$26,132,505
$154,466,617

$1,012,458,390

$110,038,040

It is no secret that while the national economy is
$751,309,177
improving, this improvement has been very modest,
General Fund
School Operating Fund
especially when considering how the country has
Other School Funds
Special Revenue Funds
emerged from previous periods of recession. While most
City
Grant
&
Other
Funds
Enterprise Funds
of the national economic indicators are trending in a
Capital Project Funds
Internal Service Funds
positive direction, they certainly are not reaching the
levels that had been hoped for, and even projected in
previous forecasts. Over the past several years, there has been a simmering debate over the concept of the “new normal”. Robust
growth, typically seen at times in the business cycle, would be replaced with much slower periods of moderate expansion. Others
believed that this “new normal” was simply a phase that the U.S. economy would eventually shake off and expansive economic
growth was just around the corner.
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One of the things that staff does each year in preparation for this report and to frame the upcoming budget process, is to meet
with local and regional economists in an effort to engage them and use their local expertise to help identify coming trends that
the untrained eye may not fully see. This year the consensus of this group was that the slow growth in the economy will continue
over the next several years.
These economists pointed to several trends that could help provide an explanation for the country and the region’s slow pattern
of growth. The first and most obvious factor has been military spending. The military down-sizing that occurred in the 1990’s was
really more of a shift in resources than an actual down-sizing. While the size of the military was cut, these positions were simply
replaced with civilian contractors performing the same services. The recent military cutbacks have been real reductions in the size
of the force. As those military and civilian positions are reduced, other related spin-off jobs also take the hit.
The military is also looking at reducing the amount of the stipend it provides for off base housing. According to a June 2014 article
from themilitarywallet.com, the Department of Defense’s proposed budget includes a 5% decrease in the Basic Allowance for
Housing (BAH). If implemented, the reductions in BAH are expected to take place over the next few years. The goal is to shift 5%
of housing expenses to service members over the course of the next several years. Part of this will be accomplished by reducing
cost of living increases to the BAH. While this policy (as it is currently drafted) will not impact those currently living here, it will have
implications for those who are relocated to the area in the coming years. Such a policy shift by the Pentagon could have
significant impacts on the City and the region depending on how and when it is implemented.
U.S. Labor Force Participation Rate
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There are also demographic trends that are impacting
the regional and national economic picture. One of the
most consequential trends is the rate of household
formation. According to a September 22, 2014 article
from the Wall Street Journal, new data shows that
household formation slowed considerably last year; a
potentially ominous sign for the housing market.
Household formation is a key driver of demand for
housing and when economic conditions decline, more
people tend to move in with family or double up with
roommates. A recent Census Bureau survey showed that
the U.S. added just 476,000 households in the year
ended in March, compared with an average of 1.3
million in each of the prior two years.
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Another trend impacting the economy described by the regional economists was the declining labor force participation rate.
According to a December 2013 article from Monthly Labor Review, a publication of the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), the
civilian labor force, defined as the number of people working or looking for work, has undergone substantial changes over the
last half of the 20th century. During the 1970s and 1980s the labor force grew as women’s labor participation rates surged and the
baby-boom generation entered the labor market. However, the dynamics that once drove the labor force are now chilling its
growth.
The labor force participation rate of women, which peaked in 1999, has been on a declining trend. Baby boomers are retiring in
large numbers and exiting the workforce. Moreover, the jobless recovery of the 2001 recession, coupled with the severe economic
impact of the recession that spanned a portion of 2007 to 2009, caused disruptions in the labor market. From 2000 to 2012, the
growth of the population has slowed and labor force participation rates generally have declined. As a result, labor force growth
also has slowed. The BLS projects that the next 10 years will bring about an aging labor force that is growing slowly, a declining
overall labor force participation rate, and more diversity in the racial and ethnic composition of the labor force.
While there are many factors that contribute to the health of our local and regional economy, local economists agreed that the
number one driver of the local economy is the national economy. The remainder of this section will explore national, regional, and
local economic indicators.
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Change in Gross Domestic Product
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The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is one of the primary indicators used to gauge the health of the country’s economy. It
represents the total dollar value of all goods and services produced over a specific time period. In the most recent report from
the Bureau of Economic Analysis (second quarter of 2014), GDP grew by 4.2%. The recent uptick in GDP was mainly driven by
increases in exports, inventories, and an acceleration in consumer spending. Additionally, State and local spending and business
investments increased. According to an article in the October 14th edition of The Kiplinger Letter, there is pent up demand from
consumers. According to Kiplinger, so far in 2014, after adjusting for inflation, total wage and salary income has doubled real
consumer spending. In other words, for every $2 that consumers are earning, they are only spending $1. This variation should help
raise consumer spending adding about $327 billion to the GDP. While GDP growth of about 1.5% is projected for 2014, the growth
is expected to accelerate to over 3% in the first two years of the forecast. By the end of the forecast period, GDP is anticipated to
grow at just over 2% annually.
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National Consumer Price Index
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The National Consumer Price Index (CPI) is defined as “a measure of the average change over time in the prices paid by
consumers for a market basket of consumer goods and services,” and is the most cited inflation indicator. This graph shows the
change in CPI from August to August each year with the annual projection for the forecast period. The decline in energy prices
(the second consecutive decrease) kept the growth of the CPI minimal in the current year. The Congressional Budget Office is
projecting CPI to grow slowly over the forecast period.
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Consumer Confidence Index
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The U.S. Consumer Confidence Index (CCI) is an indicator designed to measure consumer confidence, which is defined as the
degree of optimism on the state of the economy that consumers are expressing through their activities of saving and spending.
The index is based on a survey of 5,000 households. The Federal Reserve looks at the CCI when determining interest rate changes,
and it also affects stock market prices. A CCI above 90 indicates a stable economy, while levels below 50 indicate a contracting
economy. Consumer confidence has greatly increased since 2008; however, declines in September of 2011 and 2013 can be
attributed to political discussions concerning the Federal budget. After a second consecutive reading of over 90 in August (90.9)
the CCI in September 2014 dipped to 83.7.
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Estimated Defense Spending in Hampton Roads
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Due to Department of Defense (DOD) spending, the recession in Hampton Roads was not as severe as in the rest of the nation.
Between 2000 and 2011, DOD spending increased an average of 6.1% annually and kept the unemployment rate well below the
national average (8.2% compared to 9.9%). In 2012, this growth was halted, and actually shrunk 1.8% by 2013 due to Federal
budget reductions. It is anticipated that by the end of 2014, spending will not surpass 2012 numbers. Further reductions are possible
due to a potential second round of sequestration cuts in 2016.
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Unemployment Rate*
*Not seasonally adjusted
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While the national unemployment rate for August 2014 (August is the most recent month available locally) declined as compared
to 2013, the rate in Virginia Beach and in the State rose a tenth of a percent. The local rate continues to remain below both the
State and Federal rates. The impacts of sequestration could be to blame for the City and State rates not declining at or near the
same rate as the national unemployment rate. Some economists are projecting that unemployment nationally will decline toward
5.5% by the end of 2014.
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Total Civilian Employment (Virginia Beach)

Thousands of People

This employment series measures employment by place of residences (the number of Virginia Beach residents who are employed
regardless of whether they hold a job in Virginia Beach or in a neighboring city). Employment growth has averaged 1.2% since the
end of the recession, beating the long-term average (0.8%) by 50%. Employment through September 2014 is also up 1.2% over
the same period last year. Employment in September 2014 for the City is 0.8% above its pre-recession level while it is up 0.2% for
the MSA.
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Another employment series, referred to as jobs, measures the number of jobs by place of work (how many jobs are located in
Virginia Beach, regardless of where the employees who fills these jobs live). This data series is only available with a longer time
lag. Jobs in March 2014 for the City are 4.5% below its pre-recession level while they are down 4.3% for the MSA.
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Change in Employment in Low & High Wage Sectors
10 Year Change in Employment in Virginia Beach
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This graph shows the 10 year change in employment in the three lowest and highest sectors in terms of average weekly wages in
2013. Over the last 10 years (2004 to 2013) Virginia Beach has experienced a decline in employment in two of the top three sectors
for average weekly wage. The three sectors with the lowest average weekly wage all saw increases in employment with the lowest
sector (Accommodation and Food Services) experiencing the third highest rate of employment growth over the 10 year period
(Health Care and Social Assistance increased 43.1% and Public Administration increased 22.4%). This graph includes only sectors
with an average annual employment in excess of 100. While employment is important throughout all sectors in terms of having a
more diversified economy, it is important to grow employment in higher wage sectors in order to generate a higher standard of
living for all Virginia Beach residents.
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Median Household Income (Virginia Beach to U.S.)
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After steadily increasing through 2008, median household income in Virginia Beach has fluctuated for the past five years hovering
around $61,000. In 2013 the median household income rose to $62,855 from $61,626 in 2012. This slight growth comes after a
decline between 2011 and 2012.
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Population by Household Income Group
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This graph illustrates the change in the proportion of the City’s population in various income groupings. The majority of the
population falls in the categories over $50,000. Over the nine years illustrated in the graph, the percentage of families with incomes
under $100,000 declined, while those with incomes over $100,000 increased slightly as a percentage of the total population.
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Average Weekly Wages – Private Sector Only (Virginia Beach to Virginia)
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This graph illustrates the overall (all industry sectors) average weekly wage for private sector workers (excludes government
workers) in Virginia Beach and the State of Virginia for the first quarter of each year. In general, the rate in growth of Virginia
Beach’s average weekly wage greatly mirrored that of the Commonwealth. However, in 2010 private sector workers in Virginia
Beach experienced a decline in average weekly wage. In 2009, the average weekly wage for private sector workers statewide
remained flat. Despite the slow growth in the economy, private sector wages in the State and in Virginia Beach are growing.
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Annual Change in Disposable Personal Income (Virginia to U.S)
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Disposable personal income is defined as the amount of money that households have available for spending and saving after
income taxes. Disposable personal income is often monitored as one of the many key economic indicators used to gauge the
overall state of the economy since it can be used to predict consumption rates. As the graph illustrates, the year to year change
in disposable income has varied greatly in the last 15 years. During the period shown, Virginia never experienced a decline in
disposable personal income, while at the national level, the only loss was experienced between FY 2007-08 and FY 2008-09. Though
the annual change grew following the recession, it has since decreased to its lowest point at 0.72%. Disposable personal income
is closely linked to GDP, and so it can be expected that when GDP shrinks (as it did in 2008) that disposable personal income will
decline as well. Overall, changes in disposable personal income continues to grow year over year, albeit slowly.
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Household Composition (Virginia Beach)
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Note: Unrelated Households can include anyone not related to the head of household by birth, marriage, or adoption. Also included in this category are
individuals who live alone.

From 1980 to present, the Married Couple Household, with or without children has declined from 66.6% of all households in Virginia
Beach to just under 50%. As the more recent data shown in this graph illustrates, this trend has continued and the losses in this
segment are being spread to the other three household group classifications. The concern with this demographic shift is that, as
a general rule, single parent households have lower income potential than two parent households.
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Spending 30% or More of Income on Housing (Virginia Beach)
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Financial experts suggest that monthly housing costs should not exceed 30% of gross household income. This graph shows the
percentage of Virginia Beach residents whose costs exceed this threshold. While in the last calendar year the number of renters
above 30% decreased by 2.1%, the number of homeowners increased by 2.2%. This indicator is used to evaluate the accessibility
of affordable housing in the area. The average monthly rent for a 2-bedroom apartment in Virginia Beach is $1,107 (according to
the Department of Housing and Urban Development Fair Market Rent Documentation System) which necessitates an annual
income of $44,280 to have rent alone be less than 30% of income.
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Residents Receiving Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program Benefits
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Since the early 2000s, the number of people in the City receiving Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program benefits has more
than tripled. The greatest rates in growth can be attributed to the change in the length of eligibility for these benefits in the spring
of 2009. In October 2013, more stringent requirements to participate in the program took effect, and there has since been a
slight decrease in the amount of people enrolled in the program, from 36,642 to 34,892 in September 2014. This represents 8% of
the City’s population.
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Revenues
“Diversification” is defined by entrepreneur.com as “a risk-reduction strategy that involves adding product, services, location,
customers, and markets to your company’s portfolio.” This is something that is understood from every business owner and nonprofit organization all the way down to individuals managing their 401k. Spreading risk out offers the best opportunity for greater
overall growth in the future. The need to diversify revenue sources is something very well known to the City of Virginia Beach where
the Real Estate Tax revenue represents nearly 40% of the City’s total local revenue in FY 2014-15. Back in 2006 and 2007 real estate
revenue represented 46% of the total local revenue collected and the need to diversify this revenue stream was identified by the
Blue Ribbon Tax, Fee and Spending Task Force.
With the potential of a second round of Federal sequestration cuts, and the slow growth in the regional economy, revenues in the
forecast period are anticipated to be a continued slow growth, projected to grow about 1.5% between FY 2014-15 and FY 201516 and roughly 2% every year thereafter.
This section of the report will highlight trends and projections of the City’s largest revenues sources in the General Fund and School’s
Operating Fund. The graphs that specifically deal with revenue projections themselves will provide three variables: budget,
actuals, and the projection. The blue line represents the adopted fiscal year budgeted amounts. The red line represents the actual
revenue collected by the City for that revenue source and the yellow line represents the projected trend of that revenue.
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Change in Assessed Real Estate Value by Type
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Both Residential and Commercial assessments increased in FY 2014-15 for the first time in six years. Foreclosures are down
significantly from their recessionary high meaning that distressed sales are not dragging down overall real estate values. Although
there is growth, it is considerably lower than the historic norm. There are little sign of changes in these trends and both residential
and commercial real estate assessments are expected to grow at 2.5% each year over the forecasted period.
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Real Estate Tax*
* Excludes Tax Increment Financing and Special Service Districts
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Real estate tax revenue has seen slow growth over the last couple of years based on assessments. Between FY 2011-12 and FY
2013-14, real estate revenue trended up and down due to rate changes. The tax rate increased to 95 cents in FY 2012-13 and
then decreased to 93 cents in FY 2013-14. No rate changes are assumed over the forecast period; however, assessments are
anticipated to grow at 2.5% annually over the forecasted period.
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Used Car Price Index (U.S.)
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In recent years, used car prices have been at historic highs. This is a particularly important trend to monitor as used vehicles
represent the largest portion of the personal property tax base. The trend is due to the lack of car sales that occurred during and
after the economic recession of 2008. Fewer used cars hit the market creating an environment of low supply. In 2010 the car
market experienced a 1.2 million increase in the number of leased vehicles. As these vehicles hit the market supply, it is anticipated
that the supply will catch up with demand and ultimately reduce the value of used cars.
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Personal Property Tax
Personal Property revenue is comprised of several property types
including (as illustrated in the pie chart) vehicles, public service, business
equipment, and other (includes mobile homes, prior years, short term
rental tax, delinquencies, and interest on delinquencies). Estimating this
revenue entails looking at variables such as used car prices, new sales,
changes in tax rates, new businesses, collection rates, delinquencies
and prior year collections. Personal Property underperformed in FY 201314 by about $7 million. This revenue is anticipated to grow by about $6
million or 4% between FY 2014-15 and FY 2015-16 then slow to just over
1% growth the remainder of the forecast period. Of the $6 million in
anticipated growth in FY 2015-16, approximately $4 million is the result of
annualizing a 30 cent tax rate increase that takes effect in January 2015.

Revenue By Source - FY 2015-16
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Business, Professional, and Occupancy License
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Business, Professional, and Occupancy License (BPOL) is paid by businesses based on gross receipts, meaning that taxes are based
on consumer behavior. Between FY 2012-13 and FY 2013-14, the accrual collection of this revenue declined by about $750,000,
but still exceeded the budgeted amount. There is no one known cause for this decline; however, it could be the result of reductions
in Federal spending and the low growth in wages limiting consumer spending. In FY 2014-15 BPOL was anticipated to grow by 11%
due to record sales numbers being posted in FY 2012-13 by big box retailers and car dealers. The projected trend has not continued
as anticipated and has slowed down. This revenue is projected to slightly decrease in FY 2015-16 and then grow slowly the
remainder of the forecast period at a rate of 2.3% annually.
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Virginia Telecommunications Tax
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In 2007 the State replaced several local communication taxes with a new State tax of 5% of the sales price of communication
services. This new tax is collected by the Virginia Department of Taxation. The State was to remit these tax revenues back to the
localities and promised localities that this change would be revenue neutral. Since this change, the City has seen a steady decline
in this revenue stream. This trend is not anticipated to change within the next year and Virginia Telecommunications Tax revenues
are anticipated to decline by $2 million or -11% in FY 2015-16. An optimistic assumption of no change is then assumed for the
remaining years of the forecast period.
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General Sales Tax
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General Sales underperformed in FY 2013-14. The FY 2013-14 and FY 2014-15 budget anticipated a significant increase as a result
of the “Amazon Tax” adopted by the State legislature. The State was anticipating a $24 million increase as a result of taxing online
sales. Of this $24 million, Virginia Beach anticipated a 5.5% share of this additional revenue. This revenue increase has not occurred
as once anticipated and, as a result, General Sales tax revenues were slightly down. General Sales are anticipated to remain flat
in FY 2015-16 to correct for the overestimation of the “Amazon Tax” and then grow at a rate of 3% annually the remainder of the
forecast period.
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State Shared Sales Tax
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State Shared Sales Tax is the portion of the statewide sales tax that is used to fund public Schools. Modest growth of this revenue
is projected throughout the forecast period.
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Hotel Tax
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*Only a portion of the hotel tax is non-dedicated and remains in the General Fund. The graphed amount represents the amount in the General Fund, while the
$3.28 million represents 1% of the entire revenue stream.

Hotel average daily rates are currently up 2% from this same time last year and the revenue per available room is up nearly 5%
from this same time last year. Marketing efforts by the City, coupled with a seasonally mild summer, resulted in hotel tax revenue
trending above its historical norm. Hotel Revenue is projected to grow by $1.2 million or 5% in FY 2015-16 and then grow at a rate
of 3.5% annually for the remainder of the forecast period.
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Restaurant Meal Tax
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* Only a portion of the restaurant tax is non-dedicated and remains in the General Fund. The graphed amount represents the amount in the General Fund,
while the $11.02 million represents 1% of the entire revenue stream.

During the recession, restaurant tax revenue remained relatively flat. Post-recession growth in restaurant tax revenue is increasing
at an annual rate of 3-4%. Eating out is becoming a more common occurrence in household budgets. The local meals tax rate
for Virginia Beach is 5.5%.
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State Revenue - City
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Some City departments, such as Human Services, receive several State revenues that are provided on a reimbursable basis. These
revenues are not provided if the expenses do not occur. For this reason, State revenue appears to have underperformed in some
years; however, in those same years the reimbursable expense never occurred. The State Adopted FY 2014-15 Budget anticipated
an increase in revenues of 5.5%. The August estimate recently reduced the overall anticipated growth to 2.7% and revised the
State budget down. As a part of this reduction, State aid to localities is anticipated to decrease $30 million statewide for each of
the next two fiscal years. The City’s portion of this reduction is anticipated to be $1.3 million in FY 2015-16 and remain at that level
for FY 2016-17. The out years of the forecast period anticipate a phased in approach of this revenue being restored to the City.
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State Revenue* - School Operating Fund
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*This graph excludes State Shared Sales Tax, which is shown separately in this section.

State revenue to the School Operating fund has increased over the past four fiscal years. This trend is anticipated to continue over
the forecast period. Schools were not impacted by this last State budget reduction; however, they do anticipate a decline in
some State revenues. In fact, if it were not for the anticipated increase in the State Shared Sales Tax, then School’s anticipated
State revenue would have declined between FY 2014-15 and FY 2015-16. Instead Schools are anticipated a net increase of about
$1.3 million.
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Federal Revenue - City
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There remains a good deal of uncertainty regarding the Federal budget. The first round of sequestration cuts has occurred with
impending potential for a second round of cuts. The revenue directly provided to the City is not anticipated to see a large change;
however, the larger impact will occur as a result of reduced spending by Federal agencies within the local economy. The impact
of this reduction is much more difficult to quantify and, as a result, the potential impacts were not assumed in the revenue
projection over the forecast period.
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Federal Revenue - School Operating Fund
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As the line in the graph indicates, Federal revenue in the School Operating fund has fluctuated over the past four fiscal years. The
Schools are anticipating a $4 million reduction in Federal Impact Aid in FY 2015-16. For the remainder of the forecast period,
Federal revenue in the School Operating Fund is expected to remain flat.
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Use of Fund Balance - City
By City Council policy the City has restricted the use of fund balance to one-time purchases such as capital projects. As can be
seen by the table, the Capital Improvement Program (CIP) has received substantial funding from fund balance as a cash source,
which helped to limit reliance on debt. As the recession hit, and with the City Council’s concurrence, use of fund balance in the
CIP was limited and portions were shifted to the Operating Budget to support City and Schools programming. Beginning with the
FY 2013-14 CIP, fund balance was again dedicated solely to one time purchases.
City
School
Capital Improvement Total Use City General Fund
Fiscal Year Operating Budget Operating Budget
Program
– Fund Balance
2010-11
0
0
23,527,923
23,527,923
2011-12
6,236,739
0
15,863,756
22,100,495
2012-13
9,887,917
9,200,000
11,202,054
30,289,971
2013-14
0
0
14,883,022
14,883,022
2014-15
0
0
19,075,027
19,075,027
2015-16
6,300,000
0
7,983,534
14,283,534
2016-17
10,300,000
0
3,464,937
13,764,937
2017-18
0
0
3,464,937
3,464,937
2018-19
0
0
2,450,723
2,450,723
2019-20
0
0
2,233,777
2,233,777
The table illustrates there is an anticipation of using fund balance in the FY 2015-16 and FY 2016-17 Operating Budget to address
a spike in funding requirements associated with the ending of our agreements with the Southeastern Public Service Authority
(SPSA). As these agreements end, there is an expectation that the tipping fee paid by the City to dispose of solid waste will increase
from our capped rate of $56 per ton, to the current market rate of $125 per ton. This increase is estimated to cost just over $4 million
in FY 2015-16 and $8 million in FY 2016-17. It is expected that given the tonnage Virginia Beach will be bringing into the SPSA market
it is expected that the market rate, over time, will decline from $125 per ton to $65 in January 2018. In addition to the change in
the tipping fee, the City will also lose the SPSA reimbursement for the operation of the City’s landfill. This revenue stream is projected
to be $2.3 million in both FY 2015-16 and FY 2016-17.
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It is expected that after this point a new agreement will be negotiated with SPSA to continue to use the City’s landfill. Because
both the landfill reimbursement and loss of the tipping fee cap are “one-time” in nature due to the short term impact, it is
recommended that General Fund – fund balance be used to cover the increase as opposed to adjusting the residential solid
waste fee.
The use of General Fund – fund balance for these solid waste issues will again restrict its use in the CIP. Both Finance and Budget
will be working together to examine the City’s current Fund Balance Policy (to maintain a level of between 8-12% of the following
year’s revenues) to determine if adjustments need to be made.
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Use of Fund Balance - School

Fiscal Year
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18
2018-19
2019-20

School Operating Capital Improvement
Total Use School Reversion,
Budget
Program
Fund Balance and Sandbridge Surplus
$13,000,000
$3,116,978
$16,116,1978
$22,593,767
$0
$22,593,767
$22,200,000
$1,116,978
$23,316,978
$17,116,978
$0
$17,116,978
$18,000,000
$1,591,000
$19,591,000
$0
$2,591,000
$3,116,978
$0
$2,591,000
$5,091,000
$0
$3,591,000
$5,591,000
$0
$3,591,000
$5,591,000
$0
$3,591,000
$5,591,000

The School System, like the City, has had to use fund balance or reversion funds to maintain critical services in the face of the
recession and significant losses of State funding. They also had to divert funding away from the school modernization program.
Just prior to the recession Schools were contributing $17 million in pay-go funding to support their capital program. The table
above shows the funding as reversion and Sandbridge funding was diverted to support the School Operating Budget.
This forecast has not automatically assumed the use of $12 million in school reversion funds from FY 2013-14 to support either the
Operating Budget or CIP. Use of Sandbridge funding is shown returned to the CIP beginning in FY 2015-16 and being supplemented
by additional pay-go funding beginning in FY 2016-17 based on the modernization presentation given by the School System to
City Council and the School Board on October 21, 2014. Obviously as the School System works through their budget issues including
anticipated loss of $4 million in Federal Revenues, and the potential to take further losses from the State, the Board may redirect
this funding to support either the Operating Budget or CIP.
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Total Revenue – General Fund and School Operating Fund
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Overall, local revenues are projected to increase over the next five years as the local economy continues to improve. This will help
to support key City and School services to the economy. The large caveat to this is the impact of reductions in Federal and State
revenues that support key programming in both systems. With a second round of Federal sequestration cuts looming in FY 201516, the ability of the Virginia Beach economy and region to grow, is a concern. As Old Dominion University’s State of the Region
Report indicated, the economy was impacted by the first round of sequestration, but steps by the Congress to mitigate the impact
helped soften the blow to the region.
There is a growing concern that the School System has a structural deficit that will not resolve itself without intervention. The Schools
continue to use one-time funding to back critical programs and pay adjustments. The City has maintained its efforts to support
the School System by redesigning the formula to attach all local tax revenue to the formula thereby providing growth from all
revenue streams. The City Council has also provided a four cent dedication of the real estate tax rate to the Schools to offset
losses in State revenues. This is an additional $19 million beyond the formula. However, without the State fully funding their
obligations to local schools or without an increase in the real estate tax dedication, the School System will continue to rely on onetime revenues to support ongoing expenses. To cover this use of one-time funds and the continued loss of State and Federal
revenues, the School System would need an increase in the real estate dedication from four cents to nearly eight cents. If an
increase in the dedication for the School’s Operating Budget was considered, this would allow the School System to redirect all of
the one-time funds to the School Modernization Program therefore reducing its reliance on debt and the need for additional funds
for debt service.
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Caps on Department of Defense Discretionary Spending
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The Discretionary Defense spending cap increased by about $19 billion in FY 2013-14, compared to the prior fiscal year. However,
it is about $32 billion below the levels imposed by the BCA of 2011. The blue line depicts spending caps approved by the BCA of
2011, and the red line represents further reductions from sequestration. The golden line is representative of sequestration relief from
the BBA of 2013. The green shaded area is equal to $31.5 billion dollars, and is representative of DOD spending caps that were
restored for FY 2012-13 and FY 2013-14.
The State has also put localities on notice that revenues that support State commitments at the local level, be it Schools, health or
human services programs are in jeopardy for the next few years as the State struggles with its own budget woes. Any further loss
of revenues that support the School System could exacerbate the School’s structural deficits.
Revenues are one side of the Operating Budget, the other is how the City and Schools spend those funds to support the on-going
programming desired by the community. The next section examines the current policies and their effects on the future cost of the
government.
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Expenditures
This section will examine expenditures in the General Fund and the School’s Operating Fund and will focus on personnel, operating,
and debt service costs.
Prior forecasts compared costs across all funds. This year’s Five Year Forecast report takes a different approach. The primary goal
is to discuss specific fund capacity and critical decisions facing the City Council and School Board. The vast majority of these
funding decisions impact two funds – the City’s General Fund and the School Operating Fund. All other funds, Enterprise, Special
Revenue and Internal Service either have to balance their expenditures with anticipated revenues or require a general or school
fund transfer to balance. The General Fund is the City’s primary source for all personnel, operating, and debt service costs; it also
provides local funding to various other funds to support City and School operations. For this year’s report, we hope to provide
more context around overall capacity for the City’s General Fund and School’s Operating Fund as we explore some of the major
projects which, if approved, may impact various funds.
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Summary of City Expenditures (General Fund Only)
The following table details General Fund expenditures by category for the five year period FY 2010-11 to FY 2014-15 and then for
the forecast period FY 2015-16 through FY 2019-20.
Expenditures
Personnel services
Fringe Benefits
Operating
Debt Service
School Funding Formula
Transfers to Other Funds
Reserves/Future Capital Projects
Total

FY 2010-11
243,604,316

FY 2014-15
264,196,154

$ Change
20,591,838

%
Change
8.5%

FY 2019-20
272,366,738

$ Change
8,170,584

%
Change
3.1%

86,900,418

100,416,854

13,516,436

15.6%

127,296,914

26,880,060

26.8%

182,833,495

164,018,474

(18,815,021)

-10.3%

183,607,268

19,588,794

11.9%

44,925,755

48,304,906

3,379,151

7.5%

66,894,253

18,589,347

38.5%

380,699,349

392,742,424

12,043,075

3.2%

417,592,011

24,849,587

6.3%

29,089,699

40,353,081

11,263,382

38.7%

52,350,253

11,997,172

29.7%

2,432,436

2,426,497

$ 970,485,468

$ 1,012,458,390

(5,939)
$

41,972,922

-0.2%
4.3%

2,275,624
$ 1,122,383,061

(150,873)
$

109,924,671

-6.2%
10.9%

Between FY 2010-11 and FY 2014-15, Personnel services costs (+8.5%, $20.6m) increased by nearly the same amount that operating
costs (-10.3%, -$18.8m) decreased. It is important to note this shift in costs for the first five year period as we examine the change
in Personnel and operating costs (among other categories) over the forecast period (FY 2015-16 to FY 2019-20).
Between FY 2010-11 and FY 2014-15, Fringe Benefits cost increased by 15.6% ($13.5m). The primary cost driver is Health Insurance
cost (+21.3%, $6.1m). Overall, General Fund expenditures grew by 4.3% ($42m).
Between FY 2014-15 and FY 2019-20, Debt Service cost is projected to increase at the highest rate of all categories, 38.5% ($18.6m).
The level of debt financing for both City and School projects is maintained at recent levels of about $108m per year. This is different
than past forecasts where debt service costs were increased solely by the Approved CIP. As the City moved through the recession,
out year capacity was held and core projects were not being addressed. By assuming that this backlog of projects would need
to be addressed, and that the City would continue to issue roughly $108 million in debt each fiscal year, this year’s forecast more
closely mirrors what actually happens.
Transfers to Other Funds is projected to increase at the second highest rate of all categories, 29.7% ($12m) primarily due to a $2m
transfer to the Sheriff’s Department related to increased medical contractual costs at the jail and to fully fund the transfer of two
cents for roadways to the CIP ($4.4m).
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Fringe Benefits will also have a significant increase (+26.8%, $26.9m) over the forecast period. This trend is consistent with the
percent change between previous fiscal years’ budgeted costs. As seen in the prior five year period, the two highest cost drivers
based on projections is Health Insurance ($13.5m) and VRS ($8.7m) costs. We will discuss City Fringe Benefits cost and cost drivers
in greater detail later in this report.
Personnel services cost is projected to increase by 3.1% ($8.2m), while Operating cost is projected to increase by slightly less than
inflation. A major assumption is only the VRS related pay increases are included in the projection. This does not preclude City
Council from making compensation decisions on an annual basis.
Overall, City expenditures (General Fund only) in total, are projected to increase by 10.9% ($109.9m).
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Summary of School Operating Fund
This section will examine Schools personnel, operating, and debt service costs. The following table details Total Schools
Expenditures by category at five year intervals, starting in FY 2010-11.
Expenditures
FY 2010-11
FY 2014-15
$ Change
% Change FY 2019-20
$ Change
% Change
435,264,460
436,502,429
1,237,969
0.3%
448,279,072
11,776,643
2.7%
Personnel Services
121,585,676
167,567,858
45,982,182
37.8%
206,717,781
39,149,923
23.4%
Fringe Benefits
105,656,554
101,731,665
(3,924,889)
-3.7%
101,868,501
136,836
0.1%
Operating (includes res
43,859,978
45,507,225
1,647,247
3.8%
49,687,276
4,180,051
9.2%
Schools Debt Service
$
706,366,668
$
751,309,177
$
44,942,509
6.4%
$
806,552,630
$
55,243,453
7.4%
Total

Between FY 2010-11 and FY 2014-15, Fringe Benefits increased by 37.8% ($46m). One contributing factor was a significant increase
in the VRS rate for Professional and Non-Professional Schools staff between FY 2011-12 and FY 2012-13. VRS rate for Professional
Schools staff increased from 9.53% in FY 2011-12 to 16.77% in FY 2012-13 as the State adjusts the artificial rate set during the
recession. Likewise, the VRS rate for Non-Professional Schools staff increased from 12.53% in FY 2011-12 to 14.23% in FY 2012-13.
Overall School expenditures in total grew by 6.4% ($44.9m) between FY 2010-11 and FY 2014-15.
Between FY 2014-15 and FY 2019-20, Personnel Services is expected to increase by 2.7% ($11.8m) adjusting solely for remaining
years of the VRS required pay increase. Fringe Benefits and Debt Service will increase at the highest rates, respectively. Fringe
Benefits are projected to increase by 23.4% ($39.1m), while Debt Service is projected to increase by 9.2% ($4.2m). Again, similar to
the City’s debt service discussion earlier, this projection does not include the possible additional debt service from increasing the
School Modernization Program. The possible impact of that future decision is discussed later in this report. Operating costs are
projected to remain flat (no change). Overall, Schools expenditures in total are projected to increase by 7.4% ($55.2m).
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City General Fund Expenditures by Category
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As the graph above illustrates, salary costs are anticipated to remain relatively flat over the forecast period due to assumptions of
only including the VRS required pay increase. Fringe Benefits are increasing at rates greater than salaries due to anticipated
changes in VRS rates in FY 2016-17 and FY 2018-19 and medical inflation. No additional staff is assumed.
Debt Service is increasing over the forecast due to the assumption that the City will issue debt at recent levels to support the
backlog of government projects. This graph does not include debt service associated with the large projects under consideration
by the City Council and School Board. The impact of those expenditures is discussed later in this report.
The large black bar is the School Funding Formula and School tax dedication being transferred to the School Operating Fund. This
transfer grows by nearly $25 million over the forecast period. But, as discussed in the School portion of this section, this is insufficient
to offset rising School costs and anticipated lost Federal funds.
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School Operating Fund Expenditures by Category
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The graph illustrates that nearly 80% of the School Operating Budget is related to personnel costs. Again, salaries are only projected
to increase in FY 2015-16 and FY 2016-17 as the City and School System complete the remaining two years of the VRS required pay
increase. No other salary adjustments are assumed although discussion of the impact of a possible 2% increase to salaries is
discussed later in this report.
Like the City’s forecast, fringe benefits, School’s employer contribution to health insurance is assumed to increase by medical
inflation. VRS rates are assumed to increase over the forecast period.
Debt Service costs are anticipated to rise based on the Schools current capital program. The impact of expanding the
Modernization Program is discussed later in this report.
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City VRS and Health Insurance Costs
This graph depicts City Virginia Retirement System (VRS)
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In July 2015, the City will return to a flat rate per FTE methodology ($6,430) to budget health insurance costs for all full-time and
part-time eligible positions. In previous years, it was found that using a percent of total salaries methodology overfunded
departments with higher salaries; while departments with lower salaries experienced underfunding issues toward the end of each
fiscal year. Budgeted and actual health insurance costs by category (i.e. retiree health care, full-time/part-time FTEs, line of duty,
etc.) were analyzed to compute the new flat rate per FTE, $6,430. The same rate will be budgeted for part-time FTEs who are
eligible for health coverage. This conversion did not increase the employer contribution nor should it be construed as going directly
to the employee to offset premium costs. It is simply a way to distribute the $37.4 million employer contribution to the various City
programs.
Based on City and Schools historic budgeted and actual costs, and medical cost trends, the employer’s contribution to health
insurance cost assumes an 8% annual increase over the five year forecast period. This cost would have been nearly $4 million
higher without the switch to a flat employer contribution in FY 2014-15.
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School VRS and Health Insurance Costs
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This graph shows Schools VRS and Health Insurance cost by Fiscal Year. VRS retirement cost include Plan 1, 2 and Hybrid positions.
As with City expenditures, the graph clearly illustrates the rapid rate of growth for both VRS retirement and health insurance costs
from FY 2010-11 through FY 2014-15. The State has made a commitment to increase the VRS rate for teachers to restore the
artificially low rate they held through FY 2011-12. While it is unclear how fast they will bring the rate back to “normal” especially
given the State budget difficulties, this forecast assumes, like with the City’s VRS rate, there will be an increase of 2% in the first year
of the next two biennial. On the converse, health insurance costs are expected to continually increase throughout the forecast
period at the rate of medical inflation or 8%.
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City General Fund Revenue and Expenditure
Projected
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This graph shows General Fund expenditures and revenues for FY 2010-11 through FY 2019-20. It includes local funding for Schools
and transfers to other funds. If all other variables remain constant, expenditures will exceed revenues by $13.5 million in FY 201516. In the remaining forecast years, projected deficits are: FY 2016-17 $15.6 million, FY 2017-18 $15.1 million, FY 2018-19 $17.8 million
and FY 2019-20 $13 million respectively. Please note that the projected deficits did not include any salary increases except for the
required VRS increase through FY 2016-17 or debt for major projects which will all be discussed later in this report.
As has been shown in an earlier section of this report, and in Old Dominion University’s State of the Region report, there is
anticipation that the region and Virginia Beach will experience growth at a very tepid pace and that a recovery back to prerecessionary levels in terms of revenues, local economic growth, and changes in the housing market is a very long time off, if at
all. As we move further into the FY 2015-16 budget process, the City continues to identify ways to improve efficiency, offer more
cost effective means to deliver services, increase use of technology, and to re-allocate resources. Staff will continue to monitor
changes in both City expenditures and revenues.
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School Operating Fund - Revenue and Expenditure
Projected
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This graph shows Expenditures and Revenues for the Schools Operating Fund. If all other variables remain constant, expenditures
will exceed revenues by $28.4m in FY 2015-16. In the remaining forecast years, projected deficits are: FY 2016-17 ($38.7m), FY 201718 ($36.15m), FY 2018-19 ($42.3m) and FY 2019-20 ($42.5m), respectively. If, as in the past, School reversion funds are used to
supplement School revenues, the FY 2015-16 deficit would be reduced by $12.2 million to $16.2 million down from its projected
$28.4 million. However, all other year deficits would remain the same since this is a one-time source of funds. The growth in
expenditures is not related to additional students since enrollment is expected to remain relatively flat over the forecast period at
roughly 68,852 students division wide.
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Looking Into the Future
As can be seen from the previous sections, revenues are recovering from the effects of the recession, but it is a very slow recovery
process. Over the next five years, roughly a 2% year to year increase is anticipated in all General Fund revenues. School operating
revenues are anticipated to grow at just over 1% given anticipated reductions in Federal support (local funding is growing at
roughly 1.6% through the School Funding Formula). This is at a time when expenditures like health care, pensions, and unfunded
mandates continue to drive expenditures at rates beyond the anticipated revenue growth. Layer on the impacts of the State
Budget struggles and a possible second round of Federal sequestration, both the City and School System are facing what can
only be described as structural deficits. The Schools have had to rely on reversion funds in an effort to compensate for significant
reductions in State funding for K through 12 instruction resources since 2009. These funds, (effectively their Fund Balance) have
been utilized to maintain core programs throughout the system. City programs continue to be squeezed due to rising costs.
Employees of both systems are caught in the middle with pay increases that are just covering inflation.
In this environment, how can both systems be struggling to cover projects like the modernization of Princess Anne High School, an
Arena at the oceanfront, an extension of the Tide from Norfolk into Virginia Beach, or an entertainment venue at the Dome site
that will add considerable debt costs to their bottom line? These are all projects to enhance the School System and the
community. The economic case for each will be made by others as each project faces in depth review and decisions are made.
What this section will try to do is identify the possible municipal costs as it relates to debt service and operations, and then discuss
options to fund these projects and improve the financial position of both the City and School System. It is important to note that
no decision has been made to move any of the following projects forward. This report seeks to identify only possible options for
consideration as the City Council and School Board consider the various initiatives.
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Arena

Under a proposal currently being reviewed by the City, a private developer would construct a privately owned and financed
500,000 square foot entertainment and sports venue adjacent to the Virginia Beach Convention Center. The actual arena building
and operations would be paid for by the developer at an estimated construction cost of $200 million. There are key infrastructure
components that the City will need to construct to support this project. These include roadways, parking lots, water and sewer
upgrades, roadway enhancements, and storm water system upgrades. The total cost of these infrastructure components is $53
million. In addition, the City Council is considering additional streetscape and intersection improvements connecting the Arena
and Convention Center to the resort community. These options would add an additional $25 million in City costs and would require
the use of debt financing. The initial debt authorization would come in FY 2015-16 if the project is approved, with the remaining
$25 million several years later, assuming the optional enhancements are included. Unknown are the additional operating budget
impacts to the City from arena operations such as public safety and traffic operations.

Light Rail

This project is currently being evaluated by Hampton Roads Transit (HRT) for routes and costs. The routes under consideration run
from the current end-of-the-line station at Newtown Road to one of these four endpoints: Town Center, Rosemont Road, the
Oceanfront, or the Oceanfront via Laskin Road. Construction costs for the various options range from $310 million to well over $1
billion for the oceanfront options. For the purpose of this report, we are using the $310 million project that ends at Town Center
because the State has committed 50% of the cost of this route with the City providing the remaining 50%. All other options would
require Federal participation due to the costs and would move any needed funding beyond the next five years and thus outside
the scope of this forecast. To provide the City’s $155 million would require debt funding spread out in three issuances beginning in
FY 2015-16 at $10.5 million, FY 2016-17 would be $88.5 million and FY 2017-18 would be the remaining $56 million. In addition to the
debt required for this project, operation of the light rail system would require between $6-8 million in annual operating costs
beginning in FY 2017-18. As this project nears construction, other components such as parking decks and a multi-modal path could
be constructed adjacent to or as a part of the rail-line. These possible additional costs are not included in this analysis at this time.
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School Modernization

In 1999, the City Council and the School Board embarked on a program to modernize the oldest elementary schools in the system.
To date, 23 elementary schools, two middle schools, one high school, and two school plant buildings have been modernized or
replaced. This was possible due to a commitment by the City Council to direct State lottery proceeds to the program and by the
School Board to commit nearly $17 million in pay-go funding. These strategies along with the use of debt, State construction
funding, and Sandbridge Tax Increment Financing (TIF) surplus funding brought the annual amount of funding to just over $60
million. As a result of the recession, the State no longer provides lottery proceeds directly to localities and School Boards. Due to
the loss of operational funding, the Schools no longer provide pay-go funding in large amounts to their capital program. This has
meant that the funding available has decreased from its peak of approximately $60 million to $34.6 million in the current year,
requiring a curtailment of the modernization program.
At a joint meeting of the City Council and School Board on October 21, 2014, staff from the School’s Facilities and Construction
Office briefed the two boards on the impact of this lower level of funding and discussed the potential impacts of increasing
funding to the School Modernization Program to $50 million, $60 million, or $80 million annually. No request for a specific amount
was made at that briefing, so for the purposes of this report we have selected the $60 million option (requiring a nearly $30 million
increase each year) through the use of debt which returns the program to its prerecession level. It would allow the Schools to
modernize or replace seven schools over the next seven years, instead of the four schools current funding would allow. This
additional debt would begin in FY 2016-17 with an issuance of $30 million.

Other Projects

In addition to these three projects, there are a host of other projects that are under various stages of consideration and this report
would be incomplete if the possible impact of those were not included in this discussion. This could include the Dome site,
Headquarters Hotel, and Town Center. At this time a total of $102 million is used for this analysis but projects and funding could
change as more information becomes available. Because these projects are scattered throughout the City, with some still in their
infancy, a placeholder of $102 million in additional debt beginning with $30 million in FY 2016-17 and roughly that same amount
each year through the next five years is used.
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If pursued, all of these projects would add $456 million in debt over the next five years. Debt service to carry this amount is identified
in the next table. An interest rate of 5.5% was assumed with the first principal payment due the year after the debt is issued.
Table One: Additional Project Debt and Debt Service to Fund Other Projects
FY 2015-16 FY 2016-17 FY 2017-18 FY 2018-19 FY 2019-20
Total
Debt
$79 m
$201 m
$116 m
$30 m
$30 m $456 m
Debt Services
$0
$8 m
$26 m
$36 m
$39 m $109 m
The annual cost, for the debt alone, increases over the next five years to an annual debt payment of $39 million. The peak year
for debt service would be FY 2035-36 at $67 million. After that, these costs begin to decline as the majority of the debt is paid off.
In total, combining the operating forecast previously discussed in this report for the City and School, along with the annual funding
needed for these potential projects, the following amounts need to be identified for each fiscal year:
Table Two: Annual Funding Required (City and School Deficit – Other Projects Debt and Operations)
City Deficit
School Deficit
Debt Service – All Projects
Light Rail Operating Cost
Total
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FY 2015-16 FY 2016-17 FY 2017-18 FY 2018-19 FY 2019-20
$13.5 m
$15.6 m
$ 15.1 m
$17.8 m
$13 m
$28.4 m
$38.7 m
$36.1 m
$42.3 m
$42.5 m
$0
$8 m
$26 m
$36 m
$39 m
$0
$0
$6 m
$6.2 m
$6.4 m
$41.9 m
$62.3 m
$83.2 m
$102.3 m
$100.9 m
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Identified below are options which could be considered to reduce or fund this need, including at the end, a listing of all current
tax rates and how much a penny or percent increase in each revenue source would generate.
Option One - To look at existing revenue streams. The Arena infrastructure at $78.9 million, which is proposed to be located
in the resort area, is eligible under existing policies to use capacity available within the Tourism Investment Program. This
fund established by combining two older funds (TGIF and Major Projects) has dedicated funding from the existing hotel,
restaurant, cigarette, and amusement taxes. These revenue streams, along with smaller resort area fees (beach rentals,
parking tickets, vendor franchises, etc.), have capacity to cover all of the debt service related to the Arena project with a
slight deficit in the out years of the forecast.
Table Three: Tourism Investment Program Analysis (With Possible City Infrastructure Related To An Arena)

Revenues
Expenditures
Increase to Fund Balance
Available Fund Balance
Arena Infrastructure Cost @ $78.9 million
Remaining Balance

FY 2015-16 FY 2016-17 FY 2017-18 FY 2018-19 FY 2019-20
$36.5 m
$37.6 m
$38.8 m
$40.1 m
$41.4 m
$36.5 m
$33.6 m
$33.8 m
$33.8 m
$32.8 m
$0
$4 m
$5.1 m
$6.3 m
$8.6 m
$2.6 m
$6.6 m
$5.8 m
$4.3 m
$4.7 m
$0
$5.9 m
$7.8 m
$8.2 m
$10.5 m
$2.6 m
$ 0.7 m
($2 m)
($3.9 m)
($5.8 m)

Note: available Fund Balance is the sum of the remaining balance from the previous year added to the increase to Fund Balance for that year. Available
Fund Balance is drawn down each year by the arena infrastructure cost.

As table three illustrates, there is a slight deficit beginning in FY 2017-18 and carries out beyond FY 2019-20. After 2022 the TIP fund
begins to build capacity and could support some of the optional $25 million in infrastructure. To cover the shortages on the
infrastructure debt and fully cover the optional $25 million earlier than 2022, an increase in one of the revenues within the fund, for
example doubling the per room night rate (current rate is $1) for a period of 5 to 10 years could be considered. A longer period
could be considered to cover the additional debt service from any of the other projects under consideration if they relate to the
resort area. The General Fund could also be used to cover this shortfall; however, it too is projected to be in a deficit situation.
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Option Two - A possible strategy to fund the Light Rail project. This would require a minimum of $155 million in City support
(assuming the alignment to Town Center and State participation at 50% of the project cost). Debt service on this would be
$11.6 million per year for 25-years and there is a $6 million increase in the Operating Budget beginning in FY 2017-18 when
the Light Rail begins operating.
Table Four: Annual Light Rail Funding Per Fiscal Year
FY 2015-16 FY 2016-17 FY 2017-18 FY 2018-19 FY 2019-20
Light Rail Debt Service
$0
$0.8 m
$7.4 m
$11.6 m
$11.6 m
Annual Operating costs (net of Ridership Revenues)
$0
$0
$6 m
$6.2 m
$6.4 m
Total
$0
$0.8 m
$13.4 m
$17.8 m
$18 m
It has never been anticipated that Light Rail would generate sufficient ridership revenues to cover its costs, being predominately
a public transit system and hopefully a spur to redevelopment of the City’s identified growth areas along the rail line. However, as
has been seen in many communities, increased development around the light rail stations is a possibility. One strategy is to capture
the revenue generated from enhanced development and use it to support the debt and operating costs of the light rail system.
And while transit oriented development, as it is known, will occur, it may lag behind the opening of the rail system in Virginia Beach
by several years. Given the deficits faced by the City and School System at this time, it will be necessary to raise one or more taxes
until development occurs. One strategy to capture the growth from development would be to overlay Tax Increment Financing
(TIF) districts in a one-half mile radius around each station. This would allow us to capture the taxes generated by the development.
Then, as the development occurs and taxes from those projects are received, the City can support more and more of the light
rail costs through these revenues and reduce the additional tax rate which was initially increased.
Key to this strategy is the assumption that all of the development within the station districts do not receive a City subsidy or retain
its tax generation, really the assumption is that the light rail is the incentive for the development. If for example real estate rates
are adjusted to cover light rail costs, there could be an initial rate increase of 2.9 cents beginning in FY 2015-16 (by increasing the
rate as early as possible, it can be lowered as transit oriented development revenue is accumulated in the early years).
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Option Three - Funding the debt service related to the Schools request for additional modernization funding. While no
specific request has been made, this analysis assumes an increase in the amount of money going into the modernization
program of $30 million annually beyond the forecast period beginning in FY 2016-17. Essentially doubling the capacity of
that program would require the following debt service amounts.
Table Five: School Modernization Funding
FY 2015-16 FY 2016-17 FY 2017-18 FY 2018-19 FY 2019-20
Debt Service Amount
$0
$0
$3.2 m
$6.2 m
$9.2 m
Total
$0
$0
$3.2 m
$6.2 m
$9.2 m
At the peak of issuance in FY 2036-37 (the point where the first issuance will be paid off and then the first $30 million reissued), the
debt service will require an annual payment of $47.4 million and will remain at that level. Under the current Revenue Sharing
Formula this increase in debt service would have to be paid through the existing formula, just as current debt service is paid.
However, because of the structural deficit Schools face (discussed earlier in this forecast), it would be extremely difficult for the
School Board to absorb this increase in debt service in addition to that deficit. It will be necessary to identify additional tax revenue
to support this enhancement to the program if it is the City Council and School Board’s desire to expand the modernization
program. If it was the two board’s desire, a 4.6 cent increase in the real estate tax rate put in place in FY 2015-16 would generate
sufficient revenue to cover this additional debt.
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Option Four - To address the other projects under consideration such as the Dome site, Town Center developments, parking
garages, etc. While there is no specified list of projects, the assumption is that there is a need to partner with the private
sector to move the community in a direction identified by the City’s 2040 Vision. To fund this need, staff has projected the
need for an additional $102 million in debt. This debt would be issued over three years, $29 million in FY 2015-16; $43 million
in FY 2016-17; and the final $30 million in FY 2017-18. The debt service on these issues are shown in Table Six.
Table Six: Public/Private Partnership Funding
FY 2015-16 FY 2016-17 FY 2017-18 FY 2018-19 FY 2019-20
Debt Service Amount
$0
$3.1 m
$7.5 m
$10.5 m
$10.2 m
Total
$0
$3.1 m
$7.5 m
$10.5 m
$10.2 m
This debt peaks in FY 2018-19 and declines over the remaining life of the bonds. These projects should increase revenues either
through taxes they will generate or through fees such as parking fees. Each project would be subject to a detailed fiscal impact
analysis prior to any decision on supporting the project. Any revenue generated from these initiatives should go first to covering
the City’s annual debt service requirements. Without this commitment of revenues, these projects would need to be supported
by a real estate tax rate increase of 1.4 cents.
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Option Five - To reevaluate other existing revenue dedications. Currently, there is $52.3 million in tax dedications in the
Operating Budget (an example of this using the real estate tax is shown on the next page). These dedications support a
wide variety of community goals and should be periodically reviewed in terms of the status of those goals. Funding from
dedications that are not currently backing debt service or discussed above related to the Arena project are identified in
the Table Seven below.
Table Seven: Revaluate Existing Revenue Dedications

Open Space (Restaurant Meals Rate 0.44 Cents)
Outdoor Initiative (Real Estate Rate 0.47 Cents)
Agricultural Reserve Program (Real Estate Rate 0.9 Cents)
Tourism Advertising (Meals Tax 0.5%, Room Tax 1%)
Economic Development Incentive Program (Cigarette Tax 16-cents)
Public Safety Initiative (Personal Property 30-cents)
Recreation Centers (Real Estate Tax 3.476-cents)
Total

Five Year Forecast

FY 2014-15
Approved Budget

$4.8 m
$2.3 m
$4.8 m
$10.6 m
$3 m
$9.5 m
$17.3 m
$52.3 m

Amount To Cover Existing
Program Debt & Expenses

$4.3 m
$1.8 m
$3.3 m
$1.3 m
$0.2 m
$0.6 m
$16.3 m
$27.8 m

Remaining
Capacity

$0.5 m
$0.5 m
$1.5 m
$9.3 m
$2.8 m
$8.9 m
$1 m
$24.5 m
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The City Council could do part or all of this change. However, if the entire $26.3 million of remaining capacity is redirected to the
deficit or other projects it would mean that no additional acreage could be purchased for the ARP after the current fiscal year,
no additional tourism advertising or EDIP funding, and the four public safety projects that were funded through the 30 cent increase
in the personal property tax rate that was approved in the current fiscal year (Correction Center Master Control Center Upgrade,
Public Safety Equipment Replacement Project, Fire Radio Replacement/In Mask Communications, and Police Oceanfront
Cameras) would lose all funding.
Table Eight: Projected Real Estate Tax Revenue - Dedicated and Non-Dedicated Amounts
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$500.1 m
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$200
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Fiscal Year
General Government

2019
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Option Six - Reduce the City and School operating deficits. Combined, the two systems have a deficit averaging $52.4
million each year of the forecast. This comes after years of cutting costs required by the recession and lost revenues. And
again, this upcoming fiscal year, the City and Schools are faced with the State reducing support for State mandated
services. While education escaped cuts in the current year, that may not be the case in FY 2015-16. The forecast for State
education revenues shows a slight decrease in these funds based on the current Standards of Quality (SOQ) calculation
for the second year of the biennium and then a slight increase every year thereafter. Local aid will see a $1.3 million
decrease in each year, so it is unlikely that help will come from that quarter. The Federal government is also unlikely to offer
assistance as it continues to struggle to meet its priorities in view of current economic realities.
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While there is a deficit projected in each of the fiscal years of the forecast, both the City and the School System will do
whatever is necessary to balance their budgets each year. These strategies have included controlling costs wherever
possible, reducing staff, and identifying new revenue streams including grant funding. The reality is, to cover rising expenses,
the two systems require existing revenues to increase between 3-4% each year. However, if we are looking at a future of
2% revenue growth as shown earlier in this report, we must either develop a strategy to pare down programs by focusing
on only what is essential for the community, or there must be a strategy to find sustainable revenue sources.
The earlier discussion on the use of Fund Balance illustrates that Fund Balance has its place in addressing short term or onetime costs such as capital projects or the SPSA contract issues, and it has certainly sustained services through the recession.
School’s continue to use Fund Balance (reversion funds) to support current programming; is a strategy that is not sustainable
without actively restricting costs to generate Fund Balance each year. Or in other words, giving the perception of delivering
a service or program while being unable to financially meet its real operating requirements. The forecast deficit assumes
that neither the City nor Schools will use Fund Balance (reversion funds) going forward to support ongoing operations.
However, this strategy requires either substantial reductions in operating costs or new revenue sources.
In the past, there has proven to be little appetite in the community to reduce services and therefore costs. Every effort is
being taken to control costs through process improvement, evaluating best practices, and trimming costs wherever
possible, but it may not be sufficient enough without eliminating some services. The other strategy is new revenues. Again,
using the real estate tax as the example to eliminate the projected deficit in FY 2015-16 would require an 8.2 cent increase
in the tax rate escalating to 10 cents by 2020. Obviously a combination of these strategies could be pursued which would
partially reduce the need for a rate increase.
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Table of Current Rates

The options above have focused on using the real estate tax rate as the way to cover costs when other strategies are not
available. If this was chosen as the sole strategy, the current tax rate would increase from 93 cents per $100 of value to $1.10 per
$100 of value, which is still twelve cents less than the rate peak of $1.22 before the housing bubble burst.
Other revenues that could be considered:
An increase of 1% in the sales tax rate in Virginia Beach would generate approximately $60 million annually. Increasing this
rate requires General Assembly concurrence. Increasing this base rate would also affect the total rates for hotel and
restaurant meals taxes as well. It would also, at least in the short run, provide adverse competition for Virginia Beach
businesses until other cities raised their rates. The current sales tax rate is 6%, of which 1% is returned to the City. Under this
option, 2% of all sales in Virginia Beach would be returned to the City. Following so closely the increase for the regional
transportation improvements may be problematic for the General Assembly to support.
An increase of $1in the pleasure boat tax, from essentially zero to $1 would generate $1.8 million annually. The rate was
dropped in 2002 from $1.50 to zero. Norfolk’s rate is $0.50 and Chesapeake’s is $0.09 per $100 of assessed value.
A 1¢ increase in the personal property tax on vehicles (commercial and personal) would generate $163,000 in the first year
(starts in January) and each subsequent year would realize $326,000. This rate was just increased in FY 2014-15 by 30 cents
to address public safety backlogs.
1¢ Increase - In the real estate tax generates $4.85 million
1% increase - In the restaurant meals tax generates $11.0 million
1% increase – In the hotel tax generates $3.28 million
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In addition to the discussion of the deficit and projects, it is important as we look to the future to devote a portion of this section
to another issue that could have implications on the City and School’s budget over the next five years.

Employee Compensation

The number one driver of the City and School budget is personnel costs. Local government requires a large number of dedicated
employees to perform the diverse public services that our citizens expect, enjoy, and rate very highly year after year through our
Citizen Satisfaction Survey. While people see many of these dedicated public servants on a daily basis providing services to our
citizens and visitors (i.e. police officers, firefighters, and teachers), there are many others working behind the scenes (i.e.
mechanics, crime analysts, and purchasing agents) that help ensure that the work of municipal service runs efficiently.
For the past six years, due to the declining resources available to the City and Schools, both have been unable to provide merit
increases. In FY 2007-08, the City of Virginia Beach provided its employees with a 2% merit increase in addition to a general increase
of 1.5%. At that time, few could have imagined that would be the last merit increase given to employees. Table Nine illustrates the
salary increases granted by the City and Schools over the past ten years. While the City and School System have provided general
increases over the past four fiscal years, these have more or less simply held employees harmless from the effects of the rising cost
of goods and services and the contribution to the retirement system mandated by the State legislature.
Table Nine: 10 Year History of Salary Increases - City
Fiscal Year
2005-06
2006-07
2007-08
2008-091
2009-10

General
Increase
0%
1.5%
1.5%
2.5%
1%
0%

Merit
Increase
4.5%
3%
2%
0%
0%
0%

Fiscal Year

VRS
Req.

2010-11
2011-12
2012-132
2013-14

1%
1.34%

General
Increase
0%
2.5%
0%
1.66%

2014-15

1.34%

1.66%

10 Year History of Salary Increases - School
Merit
Increase
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Fiscal Year
2005-06
2006-073
2007-084
2008-091
2009-10

Salary
Increase
7.06%
3.5%
3.5%
0%

Fiscal Year
2010-11
2011-12
2012-132
2013-14

VRS
Req.

1%
1.34%

Salary
Increase
0%
0.5%
2%
1.66%

2014-15

1.34%

1.663%

Bonus
2.5

1 In FY 2008-09, a 2.5% general increase was provided for non-public safety employees and 1% for public safety employees. Public safety employees were provided an enhanced
retirement multiplier in FY 2007-08 to be paid for by foregoing the general increase of 1.5% in FY 2008-09.
2 Beginning in FY 2012-13, the State mandated that employees began paying 5% of their own VRS retirement, phased in at 1% per year for 5 years. As part of this mandate, the
City was required to provide an offsetting pay raise of 1%. Beginning in FY 2013-14, in addition to the mandated 1% pay increase, City Council and Schools also granted a 0.34%
pay increase to offset additional taxes generated by the increase in pay.
3Average

Instructional, 5% bus drivers and teacher assistance, 3.5% unified.

4Non-Instructional

5%
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Salary increases in the forecast includes the second and third year of compression adjustments that were approved by City
Council and the final two 1.34% salary increases related to the swap of the 5% employer to employee VRS retirement contribution
will occur in FY 2015-16 and FY 2016-17. There are no other salary increases assumed in the forecast past FY 2016-17. The cost to
provide such a 2% pay increase for City and School employees each year beginning in FY 2015-16 is displayed in Table Ten:
Table Ten: Cost of Annual 2% Pay Increase City and Schools
City
FY 2015-16 FY 2016-17 FY 2017-18 FY 2018-19 FY 2019-2020
Salaries
5,346,296
5,453,223
5,562,287
5,673,533
5,787,004
Fringes
1,397,094
1,425,036
1,453,537
1,482,608
1,512,260
Total
$6,743,391 $6,878,259 $7,015,824 $7,156,141
$7,299,264
Schools FY 2015-16 FY 2016-17 FY 2017-18 FY 2018-19 FY 2019-20
Salaries
9,082,423
9,264,071
9,449,353
9,638,340
9,831,107
Fringes
2,373,419
2,420,887
2,469,305
2,518,691
2,569,065
Total
$11,455,842 $11,684,958 $11,918,658 $12,157,031 $12,400,171

Over the five year forecast period, this 2% annual increase would have cost the City and School System $94.7 million. To fund just
this 2% pay increase would require an annual real estate tax increase of nearly 2 cents annually or 10 cents over the forecast
period.
Salaries are only one part of the overall compensation package. Over the past several years, providing health insurance to
employees and their families has become more expensive for both the City and School System. Through the recession both the
City Council and School Board tried to lessen the impact of rising health care cost to employees, especially in light of small pay
adjustments. In FY 2007-08 the City and School System provided $5,400 per employer contribution for health care, in FY 2015-16
the employer contribution is now $6,430, a 16% increase.
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In Conclusion
As has been demonstrated both in this report and in ODU’s State of the Region Report, the City’s economy is recovering although
very slowly. Employment is up from its recessionary low, though not at its precession levels and this growth is expected to continue
through the next five years. Likewise, wages are increasing in the region and locally, and median household income is slowly
creeping upwards. Larger economic trends in terms of the impact of a lower labor participation rate will impact the ability of
businesses to attract employees and may require higher wages to retain them. The single largest threat to our economy though,
at least in the short run, is the potential for a second round of Federal budget cuts to the Department of Defense.
Likewise the City’s revenue streams, which are heavily dependent upon housing and consumer spending, are all trending upwards
but at very slow rates. Over each of the next five years, growth in revenues is expected to be in the 1% to 2%. These revenues are
critical to the financial sustainability of City and School programs and unfortunately, at this growth rate, revenues are not growing
at levels necessary to cover rising costs for either system. In addition to the lower Federal revenue potential, there remains a
concern that the State, as it attempts to deal with its own budget problems, will pass those problems on to localities, particularly
School Systems.
But things are improving, we should not lose sight of that, the dark days of the recession are hopefully behind us. What needs to
happen is development of a strategy to reduce the projected deficits for the Schools and City. Remember these deficits are
without pay increases beyond the State mandated increase and are without any additional debt from the projects.
Total Operating Deficit
City
Schools
Total

Five Year Forecast

FY 2015-16
$13.5 m
$28.4 m
$41.9 m

FY 2016-17
$15.6 m
$38.7 m
$54.3 m

FY 2017-18
$15.1 m
$36.1 m
$51.2 m

FY 2018-19
$17.8 m
$42.3 m
$60.1 m

FY 2019-20
$13 m
$42.5 m
$55.5 m
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The “good news” on the deficits are that they are similar when compared to last year’s forecast. This is through a combination of
improving revenues and continual efforts to control costs. However, these efforts are keeping the City and School System treading
water and continually fighting to stay afloat. So what are choices to change this pattern?
Grow the Pie - The projects cited earlier have the potential to change the City’s economy if the deals can be structured to
help them succeed while generating sufficient resource to cover all of the municipal costs. Ideally the projects would
generate excess funds to the City to cover other non-project related costs. In the short run these projects will generate
construction jobs and in the long run employment to operate the facilities. In addition, the City Council appointed Process
Improvement Steering Committee has embarked on an effort to identify and remove barriers to opening or expanding
businesses. This effort should help streamline processes and identify ways to help businesses thrive.
Get More Blood from the Turnip - While both the City and School System have reduced costs, both need to focus on rooting
out any remaining opportunity. The City tracks these efforts through the annual Striving for Excellence Report. Since 2004,
the City has saved $32.9 million in operating costs. This effort needs to be focused on improving processes, tracking
performance, and where possible, sharing services all with an eye to reducing costs while improving the customer
experience. There also needs to be a focus on the employees. There needs to be a strategy to maintain critical skills,
encourage employees to actively save money, and improve productivity. The old “do more with less strategy”. Maybe it
is reexamining how we deliver services. Can we do it jointly? City and Schools combined? Can we do it with our neighboring
cities? Can we simply get out of the business altogether? To change our path of continual deficits, we have to look beyond
the old way of doing things, we must do it faster and cheaper.
Show the Money - At the end of the day to maintain the quality of services expected by the community, especially in public
safety and education, there is a need to support the programs with sufficient funds. There can be shifts away from lower
priority programs, but the community has to agree with that identification. There can be efforts to expand economic
development, but they have to have a long term payoff. In the short run, there may need to be discussions about tax
increases, changes to existing dedications, more reliance on fees and other direct revenue generating strategies. Obviously
there is a balance between the good to the community of the services, the impact on families, and the impact to the
economy. But the time for a conversation about funding is rapidly approaching in light of the need to maintain Schools
and other critical services with the possibility of State/Federal budget cuts and the malaise in our revenue growth.
As has been pointed out many a time, Virginia Beach is a great City with a great school system and a high quality of life. We have
a clear vision for where we want to go. We just need to come together with a multipronged strategy to ensure the community
receives the level and quality of services it has come to expect.
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City General Fund Expenditure
FY 2010-11
Amended*
Personnel Serv ices

FY 2011-12
Adopted

FY 2012-13
Adopted

FY 2013-14
Adopted

FY 2014-15
Adopted

FY 2015-16
Forecast

FY 2016-17
Forecast

FY 2017-18
Forecast

FY 2018-19
Forecast

FY 2019-20
Forecast

243,604,316

240,317,945

241,447,269

252,286,710

264,196,154

267,314,847

272,366,738

272,366,738

272,366,738

VRS

39,087,466

38,647,339

45,374,928

41,751,740

41,792,201

43,327,404

43,327,404

46,932,295

52,047,531

52,047,531

Health I nsurance

28,589,919

28,091,211

32,212,950

34,692,339

34,669,538

37,443,101

40,438,549

43,673,633

47,167,524

50,940,926

Life I nsurance
All Other Fringe Benefits

272,366,738

623,839

615,278

2,611,212

2,720,845

3,073,866

3,381,891

3,427,208

3,427,208

3,427,208

3,427,208

18,599,194

19,215,861

19,045,166

20,217,931

20,881,249

20,881,249

20,881,249

20,881,249

20,881,249

20,881,249

Contractual Serv ices

57,496,557

42,382,087

42,841,345

41,786,114

46,631,736

47,331,212

48,041,180

48,761,798

49,493,225

50,235,623

I nternal Serv ices

25,170,477

21,495,550

23,240,177

24,610,286

26,359,672

27,859,672

28,277,567

28,701,731

29,132,257

29,569,241
86,946,173

Other Charges

91,645,521

88,636,775

83,312,514

84,616,154

80,708,683

81,919,313

83,148,103

84,395,324

85,661,254

Capital Outlay

4,383,493

5,047,176

5,996,684

7,954,481

6,161,296

6,425,776

6,425,776

6,425,776

6,425,776

6,425,776

Leases and Rentals

4,097,597

4,019,521

4,027,555

4,017,159

4,157,087

4,177,714

4,177,714

4,177,714

4,177,714

4,177,714

39,850

802,334

65,534

287,225

-

-

-

-

-

-

Land Structures & I mp.
Program (CI P) Operating
Budget I mpacts
Debt Serv ice Charges
Reserv es/Dedicated Tax
Reserv es

Transfers
Schools
All Other Transfers
Total
Percent Change from
Prev ious Year (in total)

-

-

-

-

-

1,354,866

3,663,391

5,686,658

5,946,501

6,252,741

44,925,755

44,862,754

48,083,117

45,083,433

48,304,906

51,282,686

57,360,849

60,498,106

64,146,312

66,894,253

2,432,436

3,426,977

3,043,072

2,746,494

2,426,497

2,275,624

2,275,624

2,275,624

2,275,624

2,275,624

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

380,699,349

354,089,081

363,252,254

382,098,154

392,742,424

392,431,342

398,323,326

404,554,049

410,969,162

417,592,011

29,089,699

55,833,537

76,327,879

40,434,652

40,353,081

50,162,634

47,595,854

47,621,892

50,716,636

52,350,253

970,485,468

947,483,426

990,881,656

985,303,717

1,012,458,390

1,037,569,332

1,059,730,534

1,080,379,796

1,104,834,712

1,122,383,061

-2.370%

4.580%

-0.563%

2.756%

2.480%

2.136%

1.949%

2.264%

1.588%

Assumptions: Salaries cost includes 1.66% salaries increase (10/1/14) for all FT/PT City FTEs and 1.34% salaries increase (7/1/15) for all full-time City FTEs related to
VRS 5-year schedule in FY 2015-16. Includes 1.34% salaries increase (7/1/16) for all full-time City FTEs related to 5-year schedule in FY 2016-17 (final year). Health
insurance cost assume an 8% annual increase. VRS Plan 1 & Plan 2 cost calculation assume no change in FTE counts over the five year forecast period. Actual
VRS Plan 1 costs are based on the following percent of full-time salaries by: FY 2014-15 (18.35%), FY 2015-16 (17.35%), FY 2016-17 through FY 2017-18 (18.35%)
and FY 2019-20 (19.35%). VRS Plan 2 costs are based on the following percent of full-time salaries by FY 2015-2016 (16.35%), FY 2016-17 through FY 2017-18
(18.35%) and FY 2019- 2020 (19.35%). For the purpose of this forecast these plan rates are blended to have a single projection.
*FY 2010-11 is the only year that we show the Amended Budget. This is due to GASB 54, which changed the way that real estate tax revenue was reflected in
each fund. Beginning in FY 2011-12, real estate tax revenue would be shown receiving funds budget rather than in the General Fund.
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City General Fund Revenue
FY 2010-11
Amended*

FY 2011-12
Adopted

FY 2012-13
Adopted

FY 2013-14
Adopted

FY 2014-15
Adopted

FY 2015-16
Forecast

FY 2016-17
Forecast

FY 2017-18
Forecast

FY 2018-19
Forecast

FY 2019-20
Forecast

Real Estate

437,612,081

421,768,846

438,975,636

427,074,330

443,222,611

454,121,140

465,297,687

476,718,133

488,483,566

500,600,723

Personal Property

118,574,744

123,689,318

132,412,895

138,576,713

137,161,976

143,202,521

144,609,976

146,648,461

148,735,599

150,872,601

General Sales Tax

50,596,245

52,958,340

54,098,252

57,987,462

60,016,191

59,780,905

61,574,332

63,421,562

65,324,209

67,283,935

Utility Tax

25,235,300

25,514,911

25,700,397

25,123,967

25,150,998

25,579,267

25,751,217

25,924,885

26,100,291

26,277,450

Telecommunications Tax

22,017,919

20,146,396

19,279,076

19,694,924

19,744,161

17,525,052

17,525,052

17,525,052

17,525,052

17,525,052

Business License

40,771,644

41,342,542

42,423,932

42,791,543

47,600,886

46,842,468

47,919,844

49,022,001

50,149,507

51,302,946

8,734,363

9,275,877

9,627,435

9,419,062

9,627,331

9,534,845

9,534,845

9,534,845

9,534,845

9,534,845

11,742,780

10,872,856

11,218,625

12,109,969

12,148,649

10,810,872

10,610,871

10,414,569

10,221,900

10,032,795

4,926,374

5,514,670

5,622,146

6,066,374

6,017,443

6,328,444

6,551,166

6,781,462

7,019,587

7,265,808

Restaurant Meal Tax

30,665,113

32,933,261

35,146,135

37,060,590

38,003,613

38,725,640

40,017,924

41,353,500

42,733,817

44,160,375

Other Taxes

15,598,883

14,677,555

16,690,556

17,005,932

17,617,261

17,453,648

17,872,569

18,305,457

18,752,837

19,215,266

4,627,805

3,807,700

4,476,243

4,794,486

5,092,563

5,194,414

5,298,303

5,404,269

5,512,354

5,622,601

5,456,582

5,117,130

5,095,499

5,282,570

5,548,179

5,659,143

5,772,325

5,887,772

6,005,527

6,125,638

Automobile License
Cigarette Tax
Hotel Room Tax

Permits, Priv ilege Fees, etc.
From Use of Money &
Property
Charges for Serv ices

35,710,775

33,149,382

34,175,279

37,054,562

39,964,597

40,763,889

41,579,167

42,410,750

43,258,965

44,124,144

Miscellaneous Rev enue

5,299,508

6,301,765

6,109,436

6,105,633

5,292,859

5,398,716

5,506,691

5,616,824

5,729,161

5,843,744

Fines and Forfeitures

7,276,472

5,900,060

6,043,373

6,039,884

6,706,205

6,840,329

6,977,136

7,116,678

7,259,012

7,404,192

State Rev enue

89,690,412

89,854,567

91,967,996

95,206,178

95,626,175

94,356,380

95,624,944

96,906,193

98,200,255

99,507,258

Federal Rev enue

22,608,384

21,663,376

16,699,201

17,448,209

19,144,339

18,952,896

19,142,425

19,333,849

19,527,187

19,722,459

Reserv es

14,937,111

6,236,739

21,087,917

3,116,978

2,000,000

-

-

-

-

-

Transfers

18,402,973

16,758,135

14,031,627

17,344,351

16,772,353

16,994,575

16,994,575

16,994,575

16,994,575

16,994,575

970,485,468

947,483,426

990,881,656

985,303,717

1,012,458,390

1,024,065,144

1,044,161,047

1,065,320,837

1,087,068,247

1,109,416,407

Totals
Percent Change from
Prev ious Year (in total)
Rev enue to Expenditures
Variance by Fiscal Year

-2.370%

4.580%

-0.563%

2.756%

1.146%

1.962%

2.026%

2.041%

2.056%

(13,504,188)

(15,569,487)

(15,058,959)

(17,766,465)

(12,966,654)

As this table illustrates, forecasted expenditures will exceed projected revenue in each year of the forecast. The next few pages
will explore School Operating Fund expenditures as well as the total revenue and expenditure forecast for the School Operating
Fund.
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School Operating Fund Expenditure

Personnel Services
VRS
Health Insurance
Life Insurance
All Other Fringe
Contractual Services
Other Charges
Capital Outlay
Land Structures & Imp.
Pay-As-You-Go
Debt Service Charges
Transfer to Other Funds
Total
Percent Change from
Previous Year (in total)

FY 2010-11
Amended*
435,264,460
39,954,556
43,798,006
1,146,727
36,686,387
42,791,336
54,163,635
1,443,900
166,630

FY 2011-12
Adopted
427,919,676
47,869,409
44,806,361
1,131,359
35,450,262
42,720,174
50,999,350
1,281,658
108,110

FY 2012-13
Adopted
425,485,491
66,182,178
52,226,764
4,785,832
34,765,320
42,293,724
49,758,264
1,243,774
252,948

FY 2013-14
Adopted
427,435,361
62,645,617
52,829,141
4,821,218
35,180,232
42,366,595
50,248,259
1,578,969
-

FY 2014-15
Adopted
436,502,429
69,711,679
56,929,189
5,138,978
35,788,012
43,166,078
48,954,255
1,590,815
240,301

FY 2015-16
Forecast
442,351,562
66,224,452
61,483,524
5,164,673
36,145,892
43,166,078
57,111,608
1,590,815
-

FY 2016-17
Forecast
448,279,072
71,594,651
66,402,206
5,190,496
36,507,351
43,166,078
57,111,608
1,590,815
-

FY 2017-18
Forecast
448,279,072
71,594,651
71,714,383
5,216,449
36,507,351
43,166,078
57,111,608
1,590,815
-

FY 2018-19
Forecast
448,279,072
80,560,232
77,451,533
5,242,531
36,872,425
43,166,078
57,111,608
1,590,815
-

FY 2019-20
Forecast
448,279,072
80,560,232
83,647,656
5,268,744
37,241,149
43,166,078
57,111,608
1,590,815
-

43,859,978
7,091,053

44,812,083
7,167,782

44,747,986
7,269,494

43,094,767
7,753,886

45,507,225
7,780,216

48,757,648
-

49,679,692
-

49,296,912
-

48,154,201
-

49,687,276
-

706,366,668

704,266,224

729,011,775

727,954,045

751,309,177

761,996,252

779,521,969

784,477,319

798,428,495

806,552,630

-0.297%

3.514%

-0.145%

3.208%

1.422%

2.300%

0.636%

1.778%

1.018%

Assumptions: Salaries cost includes 1.34% salaries increase in FY 2015-16 and FY 2016-17, and remain flat for the remaining forecast period. Health insurance
cost assume an 8% annual increase. VRS cost assumes no change in FTE counts over the five year forecast period and are based on 1% of salaries cost decrease
for FY 2015-16 and FY 2016-17 related to the requirement for employees to pay more towards their VRS cost. It also assumes a 2% increase in the VRS rates similar
to the City in FY 2016-17 and FY 2018-19. Life insurance cost assume a 0.5% annual increase. No change in all other operating costs.
*FY 2010-11 is the only year that we show the Amended Budget. This is due to GASB 54, which changed the way that real estate tax revenue was reflected in
each fiscal year's budget. Beginning in FY 2011-12, real estate tax revenue would be shown in the future years' budget.
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School Operating Fund Revenue
FY 2010-11
Amended*
Revenue Sharing Schools
Schools Use of
Sandbridge TIF
Transfer from Other
Funds
General Fund Fund
Balance
General Fund Outside
of Formula
From the Use of Money
& Property
Charges for Services
Miscellaneous
Revenue

FY 2011-12
Adopted

FY 2012-13
Adopted

FY 2014-15
Adopted

FY 2013-14
Adopted

FY 2015-16
Forecast

FY 2016-17
Forecast

FY 2017-18
Forecast

FY 2018-19
Forecast

FY 2019-20
Forecast

365,762,238

350,295,314

375,600,000

378,981,176

390,017,424

392,431,342

398,323,326

404,554,049

410,969,162

417,592,011

-

-

2,000,000

3,116,978

2,000,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

9,293,767

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

9,200,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3,793,767

645,180

-

725,000

-

-

-

-

-

465,000

465,000

465,000

465,000

465,000

465,000

465,000

465,000

465,000

465,000

2,691,652

2,159,938

2,183,837

2,203,383

2,203,383

2,203,383

2,203,383

2,203,383

2,203,383

2,203,383

672,000

657,000

657,000

657,000

786,703

-

-

-

-

-

State Shared Sales Tax

67,116,477

72,311,348

69,064,589

70,522,688

70,065,298

72,518,495

72,881,087

73,245,493

73,611,720

73,979,779

Other State Revenue

240,022,578

235,353,367

241,055,084

240,866,735

252,592,470

253,537,166

254,485,395

255,437,170

256,392,505

257,351,413

Federal Revenue
School Reversion/Fund
Balance
Total

16,636,723

16,636,723

17,141,085

17,141,085

16,453,899

12,453,899

12,453,899

12,453,899

12,453,899

12,453,899

13,000,000

13,300,000

11,000,000

14,000,000

16,000,000

-

-

-

-

-

706,366,668

704,266,224

729,011,775

727,954,045

751,309,177

733,609,285

740,812,090

748,358,994

756,095,669

764,045,485

Percent Change from
Previous Year (in total)
Expenditures Variance
by Fiscal Year

-0.297%

-

3.514%

-

-0.145%

-

3.208%

-

-2.356%

0.982%

1.019%

1.034%

1.051%

(28,386,967)

(38,709,879)

(36,118,325)

(42,332,826)

(42,507,145)

State Shared Sales Tax and State Revenue include 0.5% annual increase. Federal revenue includes $4m net decrease in FY 2015-16 and remains flat for the
remaining forecast period.
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